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We present a single-source dual atom interferometer and utilize it as a gradiometer for precise
gravitational measurements. The macroscopic separation between interfering atomic wave packets
(as large as 16 cm) reveals the interplay of recoil effects and gravitational curvature from a nearby
Pb source mass. The gradiometer baseline is set by the laser wavelength and pulse timings, which
can be measured to high precision. Using a long drift time and large momentum transfer atom
optics, the gradiometer reaches a resolution of 3 × 10−9 s−2 per shot and measures a 1 rad phase
shift induced by the source mass.
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Light-pulse atom interferometers are ideally suited to
study the interaction between gravity and quantum par-
ticles. Previous atomic gravimeters [1, 2] and gravity
gradiometers [3–5] may be understood through a classi-
cal analogy in which the lasers act as rulers that mea-
sure atomic positions. In quantum mechanics, such posi-
tion measurements inevitably impart momentum to the
atoms. This momentum transfer perturbs the atomic
trajectories, causing the atoms to experience a different
gravitational force if gravitational curvature is present.
A longstanding goal in matter-wave interferometry has
been to resolve the phase shifts induced by this coupling
of recoil effects to gravitational curvature [6–9].
In classical physics, it is always possible to define the
local Lorentz frame [10] in which the spacetime around a
particle is locally flat. In quantum mechanics, however, a
particle may be placed in a superposition state in which
its wave function is delocalized over a macroscopic dis-
tance. In the presence of gravitational curvature, there
is no coordinate system in which the entire wave func-
tion experiences locally flat spacetime. The two arms of
an interferometer operated in this regime will experience
different local gravitational forces, which can lead to a
phase shift that characterizes the gravitational curvature
[11].
The sensitivity of an atom interferometer to accelera-
tion, which scales with its enclosed spacetime area, can be
improved by increasing the interferometer time T [12, 13]
or by utilizing large momentum transfer (LMT) atom op-
tics [14–16]. These techniques have been demonstrated
simultaneously [17], and we now use them to perform a
high-resolution measurement. Long-T LMT interferome-
ters have been anticipated to reveal the influence of gravi-
tational curvature on the evolution of quantum states [6–
9]. In addition, the macroscopic wave packet separation
in long-T LMT interferometers enables tests of quantum
mechanics at large scales [18, 19].
In this Letter, we demonstrate a long-T LMT dual in-
terferometer generated from a single atomic source. Be-
cause they are highly sensitive to inertial effects, long-T
LMT interferometers are especially susceptible to phase
noise arising from vibrations in the laser delivery optics
[20]. A dual interferometer allows the vibration-induced
phase noise to be cancelled as a common mode, with the
first interferometer acting as a phase reference for the
second [3]. In combination with the large intrinsic sen-
sitivity of long-T LMT interferometers, this phase noise
rejection makes the dual interferometer presented here an
ideal platform for a wide range of measurements, such as
the gravity gradiometry results discussed in this work.
Additionally, the dual interferometer appears to be well
suited for precision measurements of atomic polarizabil-
ities [21] and tune-out wavelengths [22, 23] and tests of
atom charge neutrality [24]. In these applications, a key
advantage is that the large separation between interfer-
ing wave packets would allow individual interferometer
arms to be independently addressed for long times.
Previous atomic gravity gradiometers [3–5], which used
independently generated atom clouds separated by a
baseline as the sources for two accelerometers, were sub-
ject to uncertainty in the baseline length due to source
position fluctuations. In contrast, the baseline of the gra-
diometer presented here is insensitive to the atom source
position. The gradiometer operates in a macroscopic
regime in which the interferometer arms experience re-
solvably different forces and confirms the importance of
recoil effects in precision inertial sensing. Additionally,
our observation of a stable differential phase between two
macroscopic matter wave interferometers separated over
a long baseline constrains phase noise due to exotic ex-
tensions of quantum mechanics.
Each experimental run begins with the preparation of
an ultracold 87Rb atom cloud [17]. Following evapora-
tive cooling, the velocity spread of the atom ensemble
is further reduced by a magnetic lensing sequence [25].
The atoms are then transferred into the magnetically in-
sensitive |F = 2,mF = 0〉 state by a microwave pulse and
launched vertically into a 10 m tall atomic fountain using
an optical lattice. Subsequently, the atoms undergo a
secondary collimating lensing sequence in the transverse
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FIG. 1. (a) Spacetime diagram of the centers of the wave
packets for a gravity gradiometer sequence, neglecting gravi-
tational acceleration. An initial atom source is split into two
clouds that drift apart with momentum difference N1~k for
time τ , ultimately separating by the baseline L. Each cloud
is used as the source for a Mach-Zehnder interferometer with
momentum splitting n~k and pulse spacing T . The path sep-
aration between the two interferometer arms reaches a dis-
tance of ∆z = (n~k/m)T . The numerical values in parenthe-
ses indicate typical experimental parameters. In this work, k
is negative for the initial splitting and interferometer pulses,
i.e. the interferometer trajectories are below the unperturbed
launch height. Data plots: fluorescence images of spatial in-
terference fringes for an interferometer with (b) ∆z = 4 cm
(n = 10) and (c) ∆z = 12 cm (n = 30).
dimensions, with the lensing force provided by the trans-
verse intensity profile of a 1 mm waist, red-detuned laser
beam (optical dipole lens). This second lens is applied
∼200 ms after the end of the magnetic lens. Ultimately,
the launched atom cloud contains ∼106 atoms with an
effective temperature of ∼ 50 nK in the transverse dimen-
sions.
The LMT atom optics used in this work consist of se-
quences of two-photon Bragg transitions [17]. Figure
1(a) illustrates the spacetime diagram associated with
a single-source gradiometer sequence. An initial LMT
beam splitter sequence splits the atom cloud into two
wave packets with momenta differing by N1 photon mo-
mentum recoil kicks (N1~k, where k is the wave num-
ber of the laser used to drive the Bragg transitions) in
the vertical direction. This beam splitter sequence con-
sists of an initial pi/2-pulse to generate two wave packets
split by momentum 2~k followed by (N1/2 − 1) sequen-
tial pi-pulses to further accelerate the wave packet that
receives the initial momentum kick [17]. The wave pack-
ets are allowed to freely drift apart for a time τ . Next,
the initially accelerated arm is decelerated by a sequence
of (N1/2 − 1) pi-pulses, so that the momentum split-
ting between the wave packets is reduced to 2~k. The
two wave packets are vertically separated by a baseline
L = (N1~k/m)τ (where m is the atomic mass) and are
the respective sources for the dual interferometers used
in the gradiometer [26]. Before the initial beam splitter
sequence, the vertical velocity distribution is filtered by
two long-duration pi-pulses (Gaussian temporal profile,
FWHM 200µs).
The interferometers are initiated by a beam splitter
sequence like the one used to split the initial atom cloud
(the two vertically displaced wave packets use opposite
input ports of the first interferometer beam splitter, since
their momenta differ by 2~k). We use a Mach-Zehnder
interferometer sequence with pulse spacing T . The mo-
mentum difference between the interferometer arms is
denoted by n~k. Midway through the interferometer, a
sequence of (n − 1) pi-pulses exchanges the momenta of
the two arms, effectively acting as a mirror that redirects
the two arms back toward each other. The final beam
splitter sequence consists of (n/2 − 1) pi-pulses followed
by a pi/2-pulse to overlap the arms in momentum. The
laser system and optics configuration used to drive the
Bragg transitions is described in [17].
To measure the differential phase shift between the two
interferometers (gradiometer phase), we image one out-
put port from each interferometer onto a CCD camera
using resonant scattering. Because of the large vertical
displacement between the two interferometers, we deliver
an additional momentum kick −N2~k to the lower port
of each interferometer, so that the lower port of the upper
interferometer and the upper port of the lower interfer-
ometer fit into the CCD camera’s field of view at the time
of detection [see Fig. 1(a)]. We use phase shear readout
[13, 27] to extract a value for the gradiometer phase from
each individual run of the experiment. Specifically, the
angle of the Bragg laser beams is slightly tilted for the
final beamsplitter sequence using a piezo tip-tilt stage on
the retro-reflection mirror, imprinting a horizontal phase
gradient across the cloud. This leads to horizontal spa-
tial fringes in the interferometer output ports [see Fig.
1(b)-(c)], allowing for single-shot determination of phase
and contrast [27] in a single port. The gravity gradient
is then calculated from the gradiometer phase dφ using
Tzz ≈ −dφ/(n~kLT 2). See [28] for a description of the
data analysis process.
The gradiometer achieves a resolution of 3 E per shot
with parameters L = 32 cm, n = 20, and T = 600 ms
(1 E = 10−9 s−2) [28]. This is near the estimated shot
noise limit of ∼ 1 E per shot. Improvements in the atom
source and imaging system would increase the atom num-
ber and contrast, allowing better resolution. We imple-
ment gradient measurements using interferometers with
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FIG. 2. (a) Schematic of the interferometer and surrounding
mass, to scale, with indicated launch heights. (b) Measured
gravity gradient (blue points) as a function of launch height
h for a gradiometer with L = 10 cm, n = 10, and T = 500 ms.
The red, dashed curve is a model of the interferometer re-
sponse to the gravity gradient produced by a spherical Earth,
including the effects of the cylindrical pit and basement in
which the interferometer is located. The model has one free
parameter, the density of Earth’s surface near the interferom-
eter, which fits to ρ = 2.3 g/cm3. The black, solid curve is
an empirically-motivated logistic fit. Statistical uncertainties
are ≈ 6 E (error bars smaller than data points).
path separations of up to ∆z = 16 cm with L = 20 cm,
n = 38, and T = 700 ms.
The gravity gradient can be measured as a function
of vertical position by varying the lattice launch veloc-
ity. Fig. 2 shows the measured gravity gradient as a
function of launch height. The observed spatial varia-
tion of the gravity gradient is reasonably consistent with
a model that includes the PREM (preliminary reference
earth model) [29], the cylindrical pit surrounding the in-
terferometer, and the basement in which the lab is lo-
cated. An empirical fit to the measured gravity gradient
is used to predict the gradiometer phase as a function of
launch height h for other measurements, such as those
described by Figs. 3 and 4.
To illustrate the gradiometer’s sensitivity to nearby
mass, we placed several lead bricks near the apex of the
interferometer trajectory and observed their effect on the
gradiometer phase (Fig. 3). The bricks produce a phase
shift of 1.0 rad, in agreement with the theoretical predic-
tion obtained by numerically calculating the propagation,
laser, and separation phases along the perturbed interfer-
ometer trajectories [30] (Fig. 3). This sensitivity makes
the experimental setup a promising candidate for mea-
suring the gravitational constant G [31, 32]. We find the
systematic error of the gradiometer phase due to changes
in launch position to be small [28].
Figure 4(a) compares the difference in the gradiome-
ter phase (with and without bricks present) to its pre-
dicted value as a function of launch height. We note that
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FIG. 3. (a) Schematic representation of the experimental
setup for measuring the gravity gradient of seven lead bricks
(total mass 84 kg). (b) Measured gradiometer phase of a se-
quence with h = 8.45 m, L = 32 cm, n = 20, and T = 600 ms,
with (red) and without (blue) the bricks present.
Borde´’s midpoint theorem [33], which is valid for gravita-
tional potentials of degree 2 and below, provides a good
approximation (red curve) of the full gradiometer phase
shift (black curve).
The macroscopic spatial and temporal scales of our in-
terferometers allow the interferometers to resolve phase
shifts from the coupling of atomic recoil effects to the cur-
vature of the gravitational field. The momentum recoil
kicks that the atoms receive during the beam splitter and
mirror interactions lead to spatial trajectory perturba-
tions with characteristic size equal to the interferometer
path separation ∆z = (n~k/m)T . In the presence of a
nonuniform gravitational field, these trajectory perturba-
tions lead to additional phase shifts. For a single interfer-
ometer in a uniform gravity gradient Tzz, the recoil phase
shift is ∆φR = −(~/2m)n2k2TzzT 3 = −(1/2)nk∆zTzzT 2
[30]. Since ∆φR grows rapidly with n and with T , our
interferometer parameters are well-suited to resolve it.
For a uniform gravity gradient, ∆φR would be the same
for the upper and lower interferometers and thus would
not be present in the differential phase shift. To circum-
vent this limitation, we use the gravitational field of the
lead bricks, which has a spatially varying gradient. Fig-
ure 4(c) shows the difference between the gradiometer
phase measured with and without bricks as a function
of n . These measurements are compared to several the-
ory curves: the phase shift calculated ignoring recoil ef-
fects, the phase shift calculated using the gravitational
forces along the upper (or lower) interferometer arms,
and the actual phase shift including all contributions.
To ignore recoil effects in the calculation, we artificially
set the atomic mass to be infinite. The measurements
deviate strongly from this theory curve, demonstrating
that recoil effects are an important contribution to the
phase shift. Without recoil effects, the phase shift would
increase linearly with n. To calculate the phase shift us-
ing the gravitational forces along the upper (or lower)
interferometer arms, we take the phase shift for each in-
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FIG. 4. (a) Differential gradiometer phase (with and without
bricks present) as a function of launch height with L = 10 cm,
n = 30, and T = 900 ms (∆z = 16 cm). The red curve is the
midpoint line prediction and the black curve the full phase
shift calculation. (b) Schematic of the interferometer trajec-
tories, neglecting gravitational acceleration: upper and lower
arm (gray), midpoint line (red) and the trajectory without re-
coil effects (dashed black). (c) Differential gradiometer phase
of a sequence with h = 8.25 m, L = 32 cm, and T = 550 ms
as a function of n (∆z = 2 cm to ∆z = 10 cm). The black,
dashed curve is the phase shift calculated without including
recoil effects. The upper and lower dashed curves are the
phase shifts calculated by using the gravitational forces on
the upper and lower interferometer arms, respectively. The
red (solid black) curve is the phase predicted by the midpoint
line (full phase shift calculation).
terferometer to be equal to what an interferometer with
infinitely massive particles would measure if those parti-
cles were subject to the local gravitational accelerations
along the upper (or lower) arms of our actual interferom-
eters. The resulting theory curve using the upper arms is
resolvably different from the theory curve using the lower
arms, indicating that that the upper and lower interfer-
ometer arms experience resolvably different forces.
The data are consistent with the theory curve using the
full phase shift calculation. For our experimental param-
eters, the same theory curve can also be reproduced (to
a good approximation) by assuming interferometers with
infinitely massive particles that travel along the midpoint
line. The correctly calculated phase shift is also approx-
imately the average of the theory curve using the force
along the upper arms and the theory curve using the
force along the lower arms. One can therefore think of
the recoil phase shift in our experiment as arising from
the deviation in the average gravitational force experi-
enced by the atoms due to the trajectory deflections from
the atom optics interactions. It is worth noting that no
atoms actually travel along the interferometer midpoint
line. Therefore, the measured phase shift is not deter-
mined by the force along one populated trajectory, giving
the recoil phase shift a nonlocal character.
The observed phase stability of our gradiometer (e.g.,
130 mrad per shot for L = 32 cm, n = 30, and T =
550 ms) can be used to constrain extensions of quantum
mechanics that would manifest themselves through ad-
ditional noise in the gradient measurement, due to, for
example, anomalous wave packet localization at a length
scale of ∼10 cm [19]. Bounding the phase noise of widely-
separated, macroscopic interferometers is complementary
to previous work [17, 34, 35], which was designed to be
sensitive to spurious phase shifts that would occur in-
homogeneously [17, 35]. With a suitable source mass
configuration, this gravity gradiometer could be used to
measure the gravitational Aharonov-Bohm effect [36] and
the gravitational constant [31, 32].
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